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New climate change aware Central and Alternative scenarios

Financial Impacts

Alternative

Orderly transition incorporating
some risk of delays

Delayed & disorderly transition

Lower economic growth

Significantly lower growth

Inflationary pressure partially
neutralised by CBs

Persistent inflationary pressures

Monetary policy, higher debt

CBs fail on yield control, less
accommodative, higher debt

Lower productivity triggers lower
EPS generation

Well below trend EPS generation

Agg. Bonds: Expected returns
marginally affected: lower yield
increase, but lower carry

Agg. Bonds: Expected returns
marginally affected: higher carry,
default risk

Net CO2 emissions under the new scenarios

Net C=2 emissions

Transition Pathways

Central

HY: Low quality credit ER decrease: HY: Low quality credit ER are
higher default risk and more volatile depressed: significant default risk
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and very volatile spreads
Equity: Negative ER amid very
Equity: Equity ER decrease: lower
low EPS and no favourable
EPS and lower valuations
valuations
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2050

2075

Source: Amundi Institute, CB = Central Banks, EPS = Earnings per
share, ER = expected returns. Agg. Bonds refer to government and
Investment Grade bonds. HY= high yield.
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Source: Amundi Institute For further information please refer to Amundi Institute paper “Asset Classes Views: Keeping up with climate change”.
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10 year expected return under the
climate Central scenario

10 year relative preferences
Government bonds

US Pr. Eq.

 US and China govies

 EU and Japan govies

EU Pr. Eq.

Credit & EM bonds

Global Infr.

Alternative
asset
classes
are
favoured
vs old
world

EM Equity
China Equity
Pac ex-Jap Equity
US Real Est.
EU Real Est.

 Green bonds, EM

Euro IG
Equities

 Value (financials,
materials, energy), IT in
US, dividends

US Equity

 Cons. staples, comm,
services in EM

Real assets

Global Pr. Debt**

Equities are
negatively
impacted vs the
old world amid
lower expected
EPS growth

EM HC Debt*
Europe Equity
Jap Equity
US Corp HY
US Corp IG
China Bond
Euro Corp HY
US Bond

 Green real estate,
infrastructure

 Brown real estate

Investors will have to focus on real returns amid
higher structural inflation. Equities are preferred
to bonds, but with lower returns vs the past.
Higher country/sector divergences and
companies’ sensitivity to energy prices will
increase dispersion of returns and offer
sector/country allocation opportunities.

Euro Corp IG
EMU Bond
UK Bond
Jap Bond

0%
Impact vs
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4%
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8%

12%
Neutral

Old World: No specific evidence to tackle climate targets.
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Source: Amundi Asset Management CASM Model, Amundi Asset Management Quant Solutions and Amundi Institute, Bloomberg. Macro figures as
of last release. Equity returns based on MSCI indices. Reference duration are average figures. Local Currency. Returns on credit asset are
comprehensive of default losses. Forecast and fair values up to 3-year horizon provided by Research team (macro, yields, spread and equity).
Forecasts for annualised returns are based upon estimates and reflect subjective judgments and assumptions. These results were achieved by
means of a mathematical formula and do not reflect the effect of unforeseen economic and market factors on decision making. The forecast returns
are not necessarily indicative of future performance, which could differ substantially. Equity indexes are from MSCI, IG and HY credit indexes are
ICE BofAML indexes, EM bond index is the JPMorgan EMBI Global diversified. All indexes are Total Return in Local Currencies. Regarding real
assets, the data represents the modelling of core (moderate risk) real estate and direct lending on the private debt side. We assumed a leverage in
the range 20-30% for Real Estate and a leverage of 100% for Direct Lending. In private equity, we considered the risk premium (and the leverage)
calculated using a Beta versus the public market. Unlisted infrastructure equity is represented by Edhec Infra300 index. These results do not take
into account neither the potential value added from alternative asset specialists when they select and manage these assets, nor the very strong
dispersion of returns within the different real and alternative asset types. In other words, these models do not consider any alpha component and
can be considered representative of the average manager. Forecasts for annualised returns are based upon estimates and reflect subjective
judgments and assumptions. For further information refer to “Asset Classes Views: Keeping up with climate change”.
Date of First Use: 5 May 2022. Devised by: Laura Fiorot, Amundi Investment Insights Unit.
Marketing Communication. Document for the exclusive attention of professional clients, investment
services providers and any other professional of the financial industry.
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be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is
intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision
and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future
performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information
assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each other person involved in or
related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly disclaims all
warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement,
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no
event shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without
limitation, lost profits) or any other damages. (www. mscibarra.com). In the European Union, this document is only for the
attention of “Professional” investors as defined in Directive 2014/65/EU dated 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments
(“MIFID”), to investment services providers and any other professional of the financial industry, and as the case may be in each
local regulations and, as far as the offering in Switzerland is concerned, a “Qualified Investor” within the meaning of the provisions
of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006 (CISA), the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance of
22 November 2006 (CISO) and the FINMA's Circular 08/8 on Public Advertising under the Collective Investment Schemes
legislation of 20 November 2008. In no event may this material be distributed in the European Union to non “Professional”
investors as defined in the MIFID or in each local regulation, or in Switzerland to investors who do not comply with the definition of
“qualified investors” as defined in the applicable legislation and regulation.
This document is solely for informational purposes. This document does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to
buy, or a recommendation of any security or any other product or service. Any securities, products, or services referenced may
not be registered for sale with the relevant authority in your jurisdiction and may not be regulated or supervised by any
governmental or similar authority in your jurisdiction. Any information contained in this document may only be used for your
internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any
financial instruments or products or indices. Furthermore, nothing in this document is intended to provide tax, legal, or investment
advice. Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document is from Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and is as of
31 March 2022. Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss. This document is provided on an “as is” basis
and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Historical data and analysis should
not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The views expressed
regarding market and economic trends are those of the author and not necessarily Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and are
subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions, and there can be no assurance that countries, markets or
sectors will perform as expected. These views should not be relied upon as investment advice, a security recommendation, or as
an indication of trading for any Amundi product. Investment involves risks, including market, political, liquidity and currency risks.
Furthermore, in no event shall Amundi have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential
(including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages due to its use.
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